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Leading change from the Top Down.
“Leaders eat last”. It’s a leadership mantra
that’s been used for years and years. It’s basic
premise is that as a leader you are committed
to make sure your team has what it needs to
survive and move forward. This level of
selflessness is quite often the difference
between success and failure.
As our business climate changes we are all
called to change too. It’s imperative today to
focus our efforts on the here and now.
Managed Print, Managed Network Services,
Solutions, Solutions as a Service. This is just a
peek at the oncoming traffic we now face in our
business. Some have been very adept at
navigating these waters. They have prepared
and pulled together their team of managers
and advisors and done all they can to stay
ahead of the “technology curve”. Others have
lagged behind. The reasons are many. Things
like Manufacturer quotas, lack of sufficient
funds to start down another path, Internal
expertise, “we already tried that, doesn’t work
here”, our customer base is not the right target.
I could go on, the reality is all of the reasons
above are valid. The way around this, and I
believe, the only way is by a full and total
commitment from Leadership.
Leading change is truly an art. It takes a clear
understanding that first, change is required to
better the business or the people in the
business. It also requires that you understand
what is needed for your employees to be ready
for what is coming at them and you are
committed to provide the resources, training
and support they will require during this time of
change. You will also need to know what
results will come from that change and what
must be done to ensure that the change

actually takes place. A clear
understanding by all involved will help
ensure that your message is being
heard and the necessary support is
evident.

Leadership cannot be a
situational event. As leaders we
must always support the change
we are trying to institute.
Change efforts in organizations often
don’t take hold (fail) because leaders
don’t go “all in”. Leading change of any
kind takes effort, communication and
consistency. Leadership cannot be a
situational event. As leaders we must
always support the change we are trying
to institute. If we are striving to become
a services driven business, one that is
moving in the direction of managing
environments and not selling equipment,
we must ensure that all of our processes
support that model. Are your sales
teams sufficiently trained to enter this
space and realistically impact the
decisions that will be made? Does your
management team completely
understand this model and are they
engaged in the sales motion? Does your
compensation support your message?
Or like most others, does it simply pay a
“bonus” if they “get a Managed Network
Services order”? Is there a high level of
understanding of what this model
represents to the business moving
forward? Do they understand what not
changing could possibly mean?
Change provides businesses with a
great opportunity. That opportunity takes

shape in many forms. It allows a
business to become relevant in their
respective markets. This can be called
“forced greatness”. It also allows for us
to begin to develop new leaders.
Leaders that are capable and ready for
the challenge. By expanding leadership,
it gives businesses the ability to see
things through a fresh set of eyes. It
also provides your new leaders with a
purpose that is tied directly to the
businesses success. This purpose is a
driving force in establishing a leaders
position as well as promoting change
within.

When this change is set in motion it is
the actions of the Leader that will be
most observed. Is this really where we
are going as a company? Are the
actions being taken as loud as the
words being recited? Can the change be
felt throughout and is the support
significant enough to make it stick?
These and many other questions will be
asked, the problems come when they
are asked silently. Most will simply
observe the actions of Leadership and
decide if “they are serious, or if this too
shall pass”.
“Leaders Eat Last”, in order to facilitate
change in your organization, make sure
the table is set, the food prepared and
all have been invited. When all of this
has been done, you then can sit and
enjoy the fruits of everyone’s labor.
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